From Vision to Reality
Demand and reality on the constructive realisation of cycling facilities - how user-friendly are our cycling facilities?
Sustainable Mobility

Bicycle Traffic as an Integrated System

Demand

Increasing the Share of Cycling

New Approaches - Contra-flow Cycling in One-Way-Streets

Promoting Bicycle Traffic

City of Short Journeys

Priority to Bicycle Traffic

Arriving Quick and Safe

Vision

Cycling is the Future

Developing Solutions Together

New Planning Culture

Conformity to the StVO

Difference between Demand and Reality
Examples from Munich

Reality
Political “lip-service”
Responsibility is shatterd
in several departments
“That´s out of my department”
attitude
Nymphenburger Straße/Landshuter Allee

Planning aims to a political
compromise, limited
professional engagement;
local area groups mostly
discuss about traffic signs
instead of traffic concepts
(lost in details)

Missing link between
programmatic (macro) and
constructive sphere (micro);
lack of local area concepts

Bicycle traffic at intersections
is determined by the capacity
of the car traffic;
remaining green-light period
for cyclists/pedestrians

Landschaftspark Tunnel Aubing

Schlossrondell Nymphenburg

No priority on main routes;
routen; “barricading” of new
foot-/cycling paths in parks;
in darkness partly dangerous
obstacles

Contra-flow bicycle traffic in
Interdiction as a legal “solution”
one-way-streets only by request, “security” by reglementation/
not as an offer; obligation of
restriction
the StVO-amendment in 1997
will not be translated into action

Dominance of a
juridical point of view;
“legal safegarding”
An der Schlossmauer

Partial missing
knowledge

Politically motivated “Ad-hoc”decisions, partly inconsistent,
not “State of the Art”

Heßstraße/Fachhochschule München

Planning refers to individual
measures, not to networks

Frauendorferstraße/Würmkanal

Compulsory and unsystematic
distinction of the network
in parks

Landshuter Allee/Arnulfstraße

A lot of different regulations
along the run of the road;
complex situations overtax
children and elderly people

Amalienburgstraße

“Barrier-effect” of multi-lane
main roads resulting in long
detours

Need for Action
Conception/Structure

Priority to Bicycle Traffic

One-Way to Contra-Flow

Dismantle Barriers

Possible Solutions

Lothstraße

Integrated Planning

“In dubio pro velo”

Local area concepts as a link
between programmatic (macro)
and constructive sphere (micro);
technical support by consultants

Priority to bicycle traffic, conflict
resolution in favour of cycling
(not in disadvantage)

Grandlstraße/Blutenburg

The “Everywhere-Net” “Share Cycling
Extending cyclists´network easy
Pleasure”

and cheap - to all streets and
public ways: e.g. one-way-streets,
paths in parks, farm roads

Down with the “barriers” in the
“mind” and on the ways (cycle
barriers); design alternatives on
real hazardous situations

Intersections

Theodor-Storm-Straße

“Form Gives Function”
Security by a user-friendly design;
supporting “self-organisation”
by scaling down to simple rules

Was bleibt?
Rotkreuzplatz

“Task Force”

Courage for New

Make use of engagement,
concentrating responsibilities,
equipping with competences
and political support;
(acting but not re-acting)

Ideas - a View beyond
the “City Wall”
“State of the Art” as a benchmark;
no misuse of the bicycle traffic
budget

Hofgarten

Hanauer Straße (OEZ)

Wendl-Dietrich-Straße

Attraction instead of
Prohibition

“Re-Unification” of the “Back to the Roads”
Both Sides of the Road Active security, presence instead

Considering the real needs of
traffic; desire lines from source
to destination (instead of forcing
cyclists to use main routes); bicycle
as a door to door transport mode

Reducing the barrier effect
of multi-lane main roads
by attractive crossing facilities
and two-way cycling tracks

Vision becomes Reality
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of driving out;
abolishing the obligation of
bicycle track use; more use
of cycling lanes and partial
separation

